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The purpose of the two-day workshop-meeting was to review the status of RF
heating in magnetic fusion plasmas and to determine the outstanding problems in
this area. The term 'RF heating' was understood to encompass not only bulk plasma
heating by externally applied electromagnetic power but also current generation in
toroidal plasmas and generation of thermal barriers in tandem mirror plasmas.

The workshop was organized by Dr. Walter Sadowski of DOE-OFE with the
assistance of Profs. J. Freidberg and A. Bers of M.I.T. Prof. I. Bernstein of Yale
University chaired the meeting.

The first day and part of th-. second day were devoted to presentations
and discussions covering all aspects of RF heating theory and computations, and
their relevance to ongoing and future experiments. For the remaining part of the
second day four working groups, organized according to frequency regimes (Alfven,
ion-cyclotron, lower-hybrid, and electron-cyclotron), were formed for the purpose
of evaluating the current status of RF theory and modelling, and determining
future needs and directions. Each working group consisted of five to seven people
but only a few among them were charged with the final writeup. The writeups,
including the names of their authors, appear in Appendix I of this report. The
Agenda of the Vrorkshop is given in Appendix II, and a list of the participants with
their addresses, as well as the DOE letter initiating the workshop, can be found in
Appendix III.

In the following we (A. B. & I.B.) shall attempt to give the overall sense of the
discussions and recommendations regarding RF heating theory and computations.

In the past few years significant improvements in fusion plasma parameters
have been achieved experimentally using RF. The outstanding examples are ion
heating in the ion-cyclotron frequency regime, electron heating and current drive in
the lower-hybrid frequency regime, and electron heating in tokamaks and mirrors
in the electron-cyclotron frequency regime. By and large, these successes have been
based upon theoretical and computational work which preceded the experiments
and which have been continuously and concurrently evolving with the experimental
program. This effort has shown that there are important gaps in our understanding
all of the phenomena that are important for scaling up experiments to regimes of
higher density and/or temperature and long pulse or steady-state operation.

In contrast to the currently very active and successful RF experiments on large
machines, there are a large number of potentially important RF uses for fusion
plasmas which have come out of t leoretical work and have not been fully tested



as yet. Some examples are: Alfven wave heating in toroidal plasmas; ion-cyclotron
wave effects on MHD stability in mirror plasmas; ion-cyclotron harmonic heating in
the slow-wave mode; lower-hybrid current drive with the fast-wave; various kinds
of RF current-drive mechanisms different from the Icwer-hybrid one; the use of RF
for thermal barriers in tandem mirrors. These, as well ai other novel ideas are most
promising for the future of the fusion program.

Studies of RF heating must be based on coupled theoretical and computational
models that describe the following:

(a) Coupling the electromagnetic power from the source tc the plasma. This usually
involves the dynamics of the plasma ed^e near the coupling structure.

(b) Propagation / ,•>• !'F in an inhomogeneous, hot plasma in a magnetic field. This
frequently invo • ra^-tracing, geometrical optics, and mode conversion problems.

(c) Absorption ui' energy and momentum from the waves by the plasma particles.
This entails models that combine quasilinear effects due to the RF with collisions
described by the Fokker-Planck equation.

(d) Nonlinear effects. Depending upon the physical situation and power levels
needed, any of the above aspects (a, b, c) may require a description which goes
beyond the usual, simplest cae that uses linearized dynamics. Moreover, some very
useful RF phenomena depend upon nonlinearity in an essential way.

(e) RF effects on plasma confinement and transport. At the high power levels
where RF becomes the dominant power input to the plasma one must also consider
its effect in modifying the magnetic confinement and transport properties of the
plasma.

In addition to highlighting the required theoretical analyses, the summary
reports point to the need for developing global codes. Primary examples of such
codes are:

(i) Antenna and waveguide coupling to inhomcgeneous plasmas

(ii) Ray-tracing and geometric-optics combined with mode conversion to yield field
amplitudes in the plasma

(iii) Fokker-Planck codes that allow for and exhibit the full anisotropy that may
be induced by RF

(iv) Combined Fokker-Planck and transport codes.

To materially assist in achieving the goals of the RF program, we recommend
that:

1. RF heating theory and computations receive stronger support by the
Division of Applied Plasma Physics of DOE-OFE.

2. RF heating theory and modelling should be recognized and supported as
a separate effort in its own right and not as a part of a general study
of confinement and transport. The emerging size and importance of RF
heating in the fusion program, and the reliance upon RF as the major
heating source for fusion plasmas, make this imperative.



3. The creation of a small advisory panel to provide continuing detailed
technical advice to DOE-OFE in this area would be very useful. Among
the panel's concerns would be to establish the appropriate balance of effort
in RF theory and modelling. In addition, the panel would select experts
in technical areas where complex issues need to be resolved.

4. A mechanism should be established to coordinate the work on RF sources,
sponsored by other branches of DOE-OFE and outside agencies, with the
RF program of the Division of Applied Plasma Physics.

5 Small, specialized and informal RF workshops should be organized on a
regular basis to bring together in intensive working sessions investigators
who are separated geographically.

Abraham Bers
M.I.T.

Ira Bernstein
Yale University

October 1983
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1. ALFVEN WAVE HEATING

D. W. Ross, Institute for Fusion Studies, University of Texas
W. Grossman, C.I.M.S., New York University
J. A. Tataronis, University of Wisconsin

Alfven wave experiments in the United States are proceeding at a quite modest
level in Texas (PRETEXT) and Wisconsin (TOKAPC^S-II). Despite a modest level
of support, these have yielded encouraging measurements of resistive loading and
density fluctuations (Texas) and identification of resonant surfaces (Wisconsin), as
predicted by theory. Alfven wave heating is also planned for the spheromak at
Los Alamos National Laboratory. The most extensive work has been performed in
Lausanne, Switzerland, on the TCA device, where ATC = 400 ev with Pj, — 140
kW at ne = 2 X 1013 cm"3 has been achieved.

• The advantages of Alfven wave heating, apart from the ready availability of
power at low frequencies, are based on theoretical considerations. The concept
derives from .the conclusion of ideal magnetohydrodynamic theory: that there
exist singular or resonant flux surfaces where the wave energy accumulates.
In kinetic theory, the singular surface is replaced by mode conversion to a
kinetic Alfve'n wave which is Landau damped, heating the electrons. The MHD
and kinetic calculations complement each other. MHD provides a valid lowest
order model for computing the antenna loading; global solutions fully take into
account the effects of plasma profiles and geometry. Global solutions of the
kinetic equations likewise fully account for the plasma inhomogeneities and
yield detailed profiles of energy deposition and density fluctuations, but are
currently restricted to cylindrical geometry. Taken together, these studies show
that, with low mode numbers, good penetration and accessibility are achieved,
even in the reactor regime; as a consequence of local heating on magnetic
surfaces, profile control is possible by varying the frequency, and moderate
to high Q values can be obtained leading to good impedance matching. In
addition, attractive possibilities for diagnostics and current drive have been
described.

• Another attractive possibility for Alfven wave heating is the use of fast-wave
cavity modes well below the ion-cyclotron frequency. In this case the energy is
absorbed by transit-time magnetic damping on the electrons.

• The principal disadvantages of Alfven heating are the physical launch structure
inside the vacuum vessel and the problems of impurity control. These are also
common to ICRF. In the Lausanne experiments, good coupling was, in fact,
acnieved with quite modest coverage of the plasma surface by the antenna.
Other disadvantages may appear as more becomes known, e.g., the danger of
non-linearly driving otherwise benign MKD modes.

• To date, theoretical work has concentrated on kinetic calculations in cylindrical
geometry at the University of Texas and on MHD calculations with full toroidal
effects at the University of Wisconsin. In the near term, theoretical work
should concentrate on support of existing experiments, e.g., for PRETEXT



and TOKAPOLE-II. At the same time, toroidal kinetic calculations should
be developed, alpha-particle driven Alfven instabilities re-examined, and fast
wave current-drive schtmes studied.

Longer term projects are loading and absorption studies in three-dimensional,
arbitrary geometry (e.g., stellarators), non-linear kinetic theory leading to
possible ion heating mechanisms, and investigations of plasma edge physics
and impurity control.

Much of the theoretical work contemplated has potential applications to ICRF.
Clearly close coupling between theory and experiment should be encouraged
and a more extensive experimental program developed.



2a. ION-CYCLOTRON HEATING IN TOKAMAKS

G. Morales, University of California, Los Angeles
J. Scharer, University of Wisconsin

This brief report summarizes the presentation and discussions of ICRF held
at MIT on May 12-13, 1983. Presentations were made by Drs. Batchelor (ORNL),
Hosea (PPPL), Karney (PPPL), Kesner (MIT), Morales (UCLA), Rawls (GA),
Scharer (U of WI), and Swanson (Auburn U). The outline reflects discussions held
at that meeting as well as our own views with respect to the current status of the
ICRF field and technical issues needing more emphasis and effort in the future.

A summary of the current status in the ICRF field is as follows:

• ICRF is presently believed to be the leading RF candidate to ignite a tokamak
fusion plasma. This is based upon results obtained on PLT and TFR. A 25
MW ICRH system for this purpose is currently under construction on JET.
There are also considerable efforts with regard to tandem mirrors, bumpy Tori
and stellators.

• Although impressive heating results have been obtained in tokamak experi-
ments, the present state of ICRF theory is only capable of obtaining agreement
with the global plasma response by using adjustable parameters.

• Many detailed features of coupling and heating physics, enhanced impurity
generation from walls and antennas, higher harmonic heating and RF induced
transport, which will be crucial in future higher power experiments, need
further theoretical investigation before they can be incorporated into modeling
codes.

• There is currently a need for more scientists in the ICRF area with both
theoretical and experimental expertise and awareness.

• Data from major ICRF heating and confinement experiments should be
routinely circulated to off-site theorists and modelers. Specialized meetings
that bring together experimentalists and theorists should be organized so that
current results can readily flow in both directions - from experiments to theory
and vice-versa. Such meetings could also start collaborations between theorists
and experimentalists that are geographically at large distances.

• Periodic peer or panel review of major ICRF heating codes (as they are
developed), and the physics models on which they are based, will help to clarify
the extent to which they properly model ICRF heating physics.

Technical issues for ICRF which need more emphasis and effort are as follows:

• The antenna-edge plasma interaction must be examined more carefully. The
role and optimization of antenna coils and Faraday shields in producing induced
currents, the associated wave k-spectrum and contributions to power flow via
electromagnetic, electrostatic and surface modes must be further analyzed and
compared with detailed physics experiments.

• The analysis of advanced coupler concepts including coils, waveguide and
hybrid designs should be carried out to determine the best concept to test on



current machines, and which could be integrated in a reactor concept. The
above two areas are crucial if the field is to advance the current maximum
average antenna power flux of 0.7 kW/cm2 to, say, 5 kW/cm2 for long pulses
which might make it more attractive for reactor concepts.

Analysis of two- and three-dimensional antenna-plasma edge coupling connected
to ray focusing at intermediate radii and further connected to differential
equations describing strong absorption and mode conversion near ion harmonic
resonances should be carried out. The correct power conservation relation
incorporating wave field gradients, multiple modes and AB effects should be
obtained.

Analysis of a time-dependent Fokker-Planck description of the transition from
minority hydrogen fundamental to second harmonic deuterium heating in a
tritium plasma with alpha particle production should be carried out.

Fokker-Planck codes should be developed that exhibit the full non-Maxwellian
evolution of the distribution function in the presence of RF.

Hydrogen-deuterium-tritium and other ion mix scenarios should be a goal to
determine an optimum for Qfusion ^. 1 with minimum ICRF power input to
test on a breakeven device.

Proper analytical/computational descriptions should be developed for higher
harmonic w/wct ;> 3 heating which, if successful, would make waveguide
launching concepts more attractive.

Code development that couples Fokker-Planck calculations with transport
needs more attention.

Research on the effect of ICRF on transport and optimization of heating to
minimize impurity production should be encouraged.

The interaction of ICRF with o-particles (k±pa ^ 1) and the effect of ion
non-Maxwellian tails on enhanced thermonuclear reactivity needs consideration.

Further analysis of the role of ICRF on RF assisted startup and current drive
for long-pulse or current drive operation needs to be carried out.



2b. ION-CYCLOTRON HEATING IN TANDEM MIRRORS

J. Kesner and B. McVey, Plasma Fusion Center - Massachusetts Institute
of Technology

The application of ICRF to tandem mirrors is recent, dating primarily to the
advent of the Phaedrus experiment at the University of Wisconsin. This experiment
has demonstrated the usefulness of ICRF in its traditional role as a heating
mechanism, as well as in various unconventional uses. Primary among thesp arc
1CRF as a fueling source (the Phaedrus "RF sustained mode"), and the recently
demonstrated Phaedrus "stand alone mode" in which ICRF was seen to provide
MHD stability. Additionally, an important radial potential modification has been
observed to result from strong ICRF heating.

As in tokamaks, ICRF heating can often be considered as a replacement or
supplement to neutral beams. However, since ICRF is an energy but not particle
source it can play a subtle role in the detailed particle and energy balance of the
system. Importantly ICRF tends to drive velocity space diffusion, and one must be
cautious not to drive ions into the loss cone.

Central cell tandem mirror heating provides the most direct application of
ICRF to mirrors. The central cell of a tandem does not require the fueling of
neutral beams (which is often undesirable) and does not have a low energy loss-cone
region. The physics is relatively straightforward to model since the central cell is
basically Maxwellian and cylindrical. ICRF can thus play a critical role for start-up
and, in the case of a reactor, in heating to ignition. It is particularly useful in
this context for start-up of thermal barrier tandems in which one must heat the
bulk ions at relatively low density to avoid high collisionality of this species in the
thermal barrier region.

Several unconventional applications relate tc electron bounce frequency heating.
This heating follows from the Landau damping of the wave parallel electric fields
and has- been observed on Phaedrus. It has been proposed by the TARA group
as a means for radial and axial potential modification. Radial potential control is
becoming increasingly important for control of transport, as well as for stability.
Axial potential modification resulting from electron pumping provides an interesting
alternative to a thermal barrier.

A second means of axial potential modification would employ RF bounce
frequency heating to provide enhanced radial ion diffusion as a means of thermal
barrier pumping. Applied to electrons this technique could be used to generate
radial electron diffusion so as to provide positive potential enhancement.

Additionally, ponderomotive MHD stabilization offers an interesting method for
obtaining an axisymmetnc tandem mirror configuration. Originally demonstrated
in an experiment in Kyoto, Japan (Itatani et al.), the usefulness of ponderomotive
stabilization follows from the ability of the ponderomotive force to counteract the
curvature drive of an unstable mirror. The efficiency of creating this balance follows
from the fact that the curvature drive is second order in the long-thin parameter



(Larmor radius/transition length), and thus the ponderomotive force is competing
with a relatively weak destabilizing force.

Primary Codes

The ICRF modelling and computational effort in support of these experiments
and ideas is modest. The traditional tools for RF analysis have been developed
within the mirror community.

A state of the art antenna coupling code has been developed by McVey (MIT),
and is widely used in the mirror community (used at LLNL, TRW, U of WI) for
analysis of ICRF experiments. This code has been written to model in detail a
large number of interesting antenna shapes. It can treat a slab or cylindrical plasma
and includes finite parallel temperature. For an arbitrary antenna geometry the
McVey code will calculate the vacuum and plasma fields (assuming Maxwellian
distributions).

Given the RF fields in the plasma the heating and velocity space modification
has been mostly studied in the quasi-linear limit through the use of Fokker-Planck
and quasi-linear heating codes. The Fokker-Planck approach including a quasi-linear
RF diffusion operator was first suggested by Stix (1976) and demonstrated by Kesner
(MIT). More sophisticated codes of this type have been developed primarily for
ECRH applications, notably by Mauel (MIT) and Matsuda (LLNL). Complementing
these codes are Monte-Carlo RF heating codes, developed by Rognlien (LLNL),
and Todd (Grumman) (which deals specifically with ICRH). The Todd code is also
in use at MIT and U of WI. These codes can treat multi-regions and multi-species
more directly than the Fokker-Planck approach. Additionally, an electron bounce
frequency heating Monte-Carlo code has been developed by Potok (MIT) to study
axial potential enhancement, and a Monte-Carlo code has been developed by Samec
(TRW) to study RF in the STM device.

Needs for Future Work

The McVey code is being upgraded to properly treat finite Larmor radius
effects. It is presently running for the slab geometry case. Likewise the effects of
radial density and temperature profiles need to be incorporated, and this work is
underway using a radial stratification approach. A treatment of the axial equilibrium
variation would entail an important improvement in the accuracy of the calculation.
The effort is presently manpower limited.

The area of RF" induced radial transport as proposed by LLNL has only begun
to be explored. A Monte-Carlo simulation has been developed by Byers (LLNL)
and Irby (MIT) for study of RF induced radial transport as a thermal barrier or
potential enhancement scheme.

Ponderomotive stabilization recently observed in Phaedrus is an area of
extremely promising physics. To date theory of ponderomotivc force (e.g. Dimonte,
et a/., UCLA) has focused on end stoppering. Effects of parallel wavelength, the
interrelation of the mode structure to stability, accompanying radial dilTusion, and
the required power dissipation need to be explored.
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An area where experimental observations (EBT, Phaedrus) are not
explained by present theoretical models is high harmonic heating. Although quasi-
linear theory would predict weak heating characterized by strong tail formation
experiments have shown relatively strong heating including significant bulk heating
(this has been observed in Phacdrus and more markedly in EBT-S). High harmonic
heating is desirable in that it would permit an important reduction in the size of
the launching structures.

Last, the limitation of RF heating imposed by stability needs to be explored.
Typically anisotropy driven modes may be expected to be unstable for extreme RF
heating conditions.

11



3. LOWER-HYBRID HEATING AND CURRENT DRIVE

P. Bonoli, M. Porkolab, A. Bers,
Plasma Fusion Center - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
C. S. Liu, General Atomic and University of Maryland

The members of the working grou; on LHH & LHCD were: A. Bers (MIT),
P. Bonoli (MIT), A. Glasser (Auburn U), V. Krapchev (MIT), C. S. Liu (GA. &
U of MD), M. Porkolab (MIT), and K. L. Wong (PPPL). The panel attempted
to classify suggested areas for future theoretical and computational work in lower
hybrid heating (LHH) and lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) in five categories:
General, Lower Hybrid Current Drive, Electron Heating, Ion Heating, and Reactor.
A summary of the discussion and recommendations for each of these, categories is
given below.

General

Topics of a more general nature that should be studied further are the following.
The validity of the quasilinear diffusion coefficient in the calculation of bulk heating
and current drive should be ascertained. The applicability of ray Gracing, especially
with respect to situations involving multiple radial edge reflections of rays and the
focusing of rays should be studied. The effect of LHH &' LHCD on the plasmas
transport coefficients would be a very important topic to address. For example
should one expect to find an enhancement, a degradation, or no change at all in the
particle and energy confinement times in the presence of LHH & LHCD relative to
their values during ohmic heating alone. On the topic of waveguide coupling, it was
felt that the three-dimensional coupling problem should be studied in some detail.
A more extensive investigation of non-linear effects should be initiated (including
ponderomotive forces, parametric processes, and trapping), especially with regard
to determining how important these phenomena are to existing and future high
power LHH and LHCD experiments. Finally, with the advent of high power (> 1
MW) LHRF experiments, the effect of impurity generation by the LHRF is now
an important topic that should be looked at. In this respect, and for the broader
overall evaluation of heating and current drive, 2-D Fokker-Planck codes coupled
to transport codes need to be developed.

Lower Hybrid Current Drive

In the category of LHCD an important problem to be solved is the radial
variation of the parallel wavenumber (k^) spectrum of LH waves from the edge
of the plasma to the center. \JU accurate determination of the two-dimensional
electron distribution function fe(vj_,v\\) will also be required as well as further
study of instabilities associated with anisotropic ft (for example the anomalous
Doppler instability). A theoretical understanding of the experimentally observed
density limit and enhanced IRF/PD will also need to be established. It was also felt
that more work would be needed in the future on the promising topic of current
drive involving two different waves, for example (slow wave-fast wave) and [LH
-electron cyclotron (EC)], especially in light of the recent LH-EC experiment done
on Versator II.

12



Electron Heating

In the area of electron heating, an accurate determination of the electron
distribution function fe is again necessary. This includes the topics of quasilinear
plateau formation and the effects of a DC electric field on /e . A realistic determination
of fe is especially crucial in assessing whether or not the slow wave polarization
of the LH wave would work well in heating reactor plasmas where Te ^ 10 keV
The fast wave coupling problem is also a topic that should be addressed in the
future. Coupling of the fast wave polarization in the LH-RF in a reactor relevant
environment would be an especially important thing to understand because of
the possibility of efficient heating of the plasma core region oy the fast wave at
temperature Te ^ 10 keV.

Ion Heating

The lack of reproducibiiity of LH ion heating in experiments done throughout
the world is a problem that should be understood theoretically. Related to this
topic would be a more thorough investigation of the effects of ion magnetization
and mode conversion on wave absorption. Also, the picture of wave absorption by
ions in terms of stochastic theory versus quasilinear theory needs to be clarified.

Reactor

In the area of reactor plasmas it was felt that further theoretical investigation
of the fast wave polarization of the LH wave in both LHH and LHCD would be
a worthwhile pursuit. The possibility of fast wave penetration to the plasma core
at reactor relevant temperatures and the possibility of enhanced IRF/PD f°r fast
wave current drive at reactor relevant densities, make the fast wave very promising.
It was also felt that further work should be done to establish favorable LHH
and LHCD scenarios. For example, what combinations of toroidal magnetic field,
plasma density, aspect ratio, wave frequency, and wave polarization would give the
best heating and/or current drive results in a reactor relevant environment.

13



4. ELECTRON-CYCLOTRON HEATING

D. Batchelor, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
W. Nevins, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
I. Bernstein, Yale University

Electron cyclotron heating (ECH) is used to control the form of the electron
distribution function. Particularly successful applications to date include the
formation of the hot electron rings in EBT's, startup and current profile control in
tokamaks and stellarators, and more recently in enhancing the plugging potential
in tandem mirrors. It is anticipated that ECH can be used to drive parallel currents
in tokamaks.

Current theoretical models of ECH may be divided into five areas: wave
launching, wave propagation, wave absorption, modification of the electron
distribution function by ECH, and the stability of the resulting distribution
function. Except in the area of antenna modelling there has been considerable
work and increase in understanding over the last several years. However, in each
area there remain theories and computational methods to be developed before
experimental data can be properly interpreted and projections to future devices
reliably made. In addition, there is a need for greater integration amongst these
studies, particularly studies of modifications in the electron distribution function,
wave absorption, and electron microstability.

There has been comparatively little work done on modelling the excitation
of electron cyclotron waves by specific antenna structures in realistic geometry.
Although antenna radiation patterns can be measured in free space, there are likely
to be considerable differences when the antenna is placed in the device environment
with magnetized, conducting plasma nearby. It is necessary to solve the antenna
radiation problem to a point sufficiently inside the plasma so that the antenna
near field effects are not present and the ordinary and extraordinary modes are
no longer degenerate and may be treated independently by standard geometrical
optics methods.

In the ECH frequency range wave propagation may be studied within the
geometric optics approximation since the vacuum wavelengths are small compared
to the characteristic dimensions of experimental plasmas. This has led to the
development of several ray tracing codes. The ray tracing codes currently in use
generally propagate rays using the cold plasma dispersion relation, while treating
the wave absorption as a perturbation. The cold plasma dispersion relation should
be adequate for ray tracing in tokamaks, where relativistic electron populations
and strong deviation from Maxwellian distribution are not anticipated; it may be
adequate for EBT's, where the fraction of relativistic ring electrons is small; but
it clearly breaks down for studies of thermal barriers ;n tandem mirrors, where
the fraction of relativistic electrons is order one. Hence, there is a need to develop
ray tracing modes that employ the full relativistic dispersion relation. Preliminary
work in this direction has been performed at ORNL. This work demonstrates that
relativistic corrections are indeed important in both wave propagation, and in wave
absorption.

14



Wave absorption coefficients depend on details of the electron distribution
function. Within the geometric optics approximation the theory exists to calculate
the absorption coefficient for an arbitrary distribution function. However, the codes
currently in use assume a Maxwellian distribution (or a slight generalization),
Fokker-Planck calculations of t?ie effect of ECH on the electron distributions (see
below) indicate that the energetic electron distribution is not well approximated by
a Maxwellian. Hence, it is of interest to study the wave absorption for distribution
that more closely model the results of the Fokker-Planck studies. Ultimately, the
wave absorption should be calculated self-consistently using distribution functions
defined on a grid from the Fokker-Planck. codes. The existing wave absorption
packages in the ray tracing codes often assume that the electrons are only weakly
relativistic. At the high electron energies that are expected in EBT-P and MFTF-B
it will be necessary to employ a fully relativistic description of the wave absorption.

A general geometric optics code has been developed at Yale that takes an
incident wave at the plasma boundary, decomposes it into the geometric optics
modes, follows rays of each mode, and calculates the polarization and amplitude.
When a caustic is encountered, the code stops and implements the appropriate
boundary layer analysis. When the dielectric tensor is degenerate (which leads to
linear mode coupling), the code transforms to a modified geometric optics formalism
appropriate to that situation. If a ray leaves the plasmas, it can be followed
in vacuum. When reflecting surfaces are encountered the code implements the
appropriate reflection condition and continues to follow the ray, perhaps back into
the plasma. Further work on this code is required in developing a general dielectric
tensor package.

The modification of the electron distribution function by the ECH is studied
with bounce-averaged Fokker-Planck codes that model ECH through quasilinear
diffusion in velocity space. For mirrors and EBT's the electron distribution obtained
in these calculations exhibit strong departures from Maxwellian distributions at
high energies. Qualitatively, this can be understood as a result of the fall off of the
collisioinal diffusion (which tends to drive the distribution towards a Maxwellian)
with incrasing energy, whiis the ECH diffusion coefficient increases with energy.
Hence, the distribution of energetic electrons is dominated by the ECH diffusion.
Current Fokker-PJanck codes employ a linearized collision operator at relativistic
energies. While this is probably adequate for current experiments and future EBT
work (where the hot electron fraction is small), it will not be adequate for MFTF-B.
Hence, there is a need for a computationally practical, fully relativistic nonlinear
collision operator.

The electron distribution functions obtained from, the Fokker-Planck code
a ^reat deal of free energy associated with both anisotropy and a loss cone. Thi?
free energy can drive a variety of electron microinstabiiities, including the whistler,
and the upper-hybrid loss cone mode. Stable operating regimes exist for tandem
mirrors, but convective instabilities may result in enhanced fluctuation levels in
these modes. The effect of this microturbulence on the electron distribution function
could be included in the Fokker-Planck codes through a quasilinear formulation.
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This remains to be done. In addition, more studies of the relativistic linear dispersion
relation are needed, particularly for propagation at angles oblique to the magnetic
field.

In the near future, a number of interesting ECH experiments will be carried
out on tokamaks with the following objectives: (a) to use high power ECH to
determine if the deterioration in energy confinement is heating method specific,
(b) to evaluate the effectiveness of ECH for profile modification (controlling the
sawtooth, suppressing the heating at the plasma edge) in the optimization of
beta, and (c) to combine ECH and neutral beam heating to modify beta limits
and improve confinement. The success of these experiments requires an intensive
effort in understanding the physics involved. In addition, detailed rf modelling of
these experiments is necessary. While simplified approaches such as a quasi-slab
treatment have demonstrated limited usefulness in simulating certain experiments,
a more elaborate approach which includes the following essential physics is needed
to construct a code general enough for most experimental situations.

(1) Three-dimensional ray tracing is needed to take into account the effects of beam
divergence at high densities.
(2) Relativistic effects on damping are essential to properly calculate the ordinary
mode (and perhaps the extraordinary mode) absorption.
(3) The heating of bulk vs. tail and passing vs. trapped electrons can signficantly
affect the global as well as microscopic properties of the plasma. Accurate accounting
of the distribution of RF power has to be included.
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AGENDA

DOE RF PLANNING WORKSHOP

Ira Bernstein, Chairman
Thursday and Friday, May 12 and 13,1983

NW16-213, MIT Plasma Fusion Center
167 Albany SL, Cambridge, MA 02139

THURSDAY, MAY 12

9:00-10:00 am Alfven Wave Heating

(10 min) Compressional Alfven Wave Heating

(30 min) Alfven Wave Heating -

Emphasis on Stcllarators

Discussion

10:0O-noon

(30 min)

(20 min)

(20 min)

(15 min)

nooo-l:3Q pm

1:30-3:00 pm

(30 min)

(15 min)

3:»~*:18pm

(JO mis)

(20 niin)

4:10-5:30 pm

(15 min)

(15 min)

(30 min)

Ion Cyclotron Heating
ICRF Heating

Mode Conversion in RF Heating

Ray Tracing and Transport Input

Heating in Mirrors

Discussion

Lunch

Lower Hybrid Heating and Current Drive

Lower Hybrid Heating

LH Current Drive

Discussion

Electron Cyclotron Heating

ECRF in Toroidal Devices

ECRF in Mirrors

Discussion

RF Theory - General

Reactor Considerations

Launches and Antenna Design

Nonlinear Phenomena in RF

Dave Ross, Texas

Bill Grossmann, NYU

(John Tataronis, Wisconsin, Leader)

Joel Hosea, PPPL

Gary Swanson, Aubum

Charles Karney, PPPL

Jay Kesner, MIT

(George Morales, UCLA, Leader)

Discussion

King-Lap Wong, PPPL

Paul Bonoli, MIT

(C. Liu, GA Technologies, Leader)

Don Batchelor, ORI4L

Hill Nevins .LLNL

(Miklos Pcrkoiab, MIT, Leader)

John Scharsr, Wisconsin

Vincent Chan, GA Technologies

Abe Bers, MIT

(Alan Glasser.Auburn, Leader)
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AGENDA
DOE RF Planning Session

FRIDAY, MAY 13

Discussion

(Walter Sadowski and John Willis, DOE Leaders)

9:00 am-noon What needs to be done in RF Theory to support experiments?

(a) Results and methods from one frequency range to another

(b) RF Theory - Direction in General

noon-l:30 pm Lunch

1:30-3:00 pm Summary Report
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APPENDIX III

LIST OF WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
AND

D.O.E. LETTER
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RF PLANNING WORKSHOP

May 12 & 13, 1983

D. B. Batchelor
Fusion Energy Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P.O. Box Y
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

I. Bernstein
Dept. of Eng. & Applied Science
Yale University
New Haven, CT 06520

A . Bers
MIT Plasma Fusion Center
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Room 38-260
Cambridge, MA 02139

D. Blackfield
MIT Plasma Fusion Center
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Room NW16-166
Cambridge, MA 02139

B. Blackwell
MIT Plasma Fusion Center
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Room NW16-270
Cambridge, MA 02139

P. Bonoli
MIT Plasma Fusion Center
Massachusetts Insti tute of Technology
Room 26-225
Cambridge, MA 02139

V. Chan
GA Technologies, Inc.
P.O. Box 81608
San Diego, CA 92138

J. F. Freidberg
MIT Plasma Fusion Center
".assachusetts Institute of Technology
Room NW16-240
Cambridge, MA 02139

A. H. Glasser
Department of Physics
Auburn University
Auburn, AL 36849
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W. Grossmann
Courant Inst. of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
251 Mercer Street
New York, NY 10012

J. C. Hosea
Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton University
P.O. Box 451
Princeton, NJ 08540

C. Karney
Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton University
P.O. Box 451
Princeton, NJ 08540

J. Kesner
MIT Plasma Fusion Center
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Room NW21-213
Cambridge, MA 02139

V. Krapchev
MIT Plasma Fusion Center
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Room 38-288
Cambridge, MA 02139

C. Liu
GA Technologies, Inc.
P.O. Box 81608
San Diego, CA 92138

B. McVey
MIT Plasma Fusion Center
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Room NW21-206
Cambridge, MA 02139

G. Morales
Plasma Physics Group
University of California, Los Angeles
1-130 Knudsen Hall
405 Hilgard Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024

W. Nevins
University of California
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Mail Code L-436
P.O. Box 808
Livermore, CA 94550



M. Porkolab
MIT Plasma Fusion Center
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
167 Albany Street (NW16)
Cambridge, MA 02139

J. Rawls
GA Technologies, Inc.
P.O. Box 81608
San Diego, CA 92138

D. Ross
Fusion Research Center
The University of Texas at
RLM 11.2 22
Austin, TX 78712

W. San
Znfice of Fusion Energy
Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

J. E. Scharer
Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Wisconsin
1 4L5 Johnson Drive
Madison, WI 5 3706

G. Swanson
Department of Physics
Auburn University
Auburn, AL 36 349

J. A. Tataronis
Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Wisconsin
1415 Johnson Drive

Madison, WI 5 3T)6

J. Willis
Mail Stop ER-5 5
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20 54 5

K. L. Wong
Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton University
P. 0 . 3ox •£!
Princeton, >JJ ;P5 40
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

APR 2 9 1983

TO: See List of Participants

Dear Colleague:

Thank you for accepting my telephone invitation to participate in the RF
Theory Planning Workshop at MIT on May 12 and 13. I propose that the first
day, Thursday, be devoted to review talks dealing with the application of RF
theory to confinement experiments. These talks will cover all the frequency
ranges presently under study and the majority of Confinement geometries.
The list of proposed talks and speakers is enclosed. Each talk will be
followed by a discussion of approximately the same duration as the talk.
The purpose is to gain an overall view of the theory efforts in RF and to
get a feel for where we are in RF theory at the present ticie. Ira Bernstein
has kindly agreed to chair the workshop.

Friday, May 13, will be spent in discussing what needs to be done in RF
theory in order to support present and future experiments. Discussions of
results and methods that can be adapted to other frequency ranges would be a
good way of starting off.the discussions on where the RF theory is going and
what needs to be done. I would like to ask for volunteers to lead dis-
cussions in th.». areas chat the workshop participants will choose to examine.
At the close of tie workshop, I hope there will be a short write-up of the
conclusions and recommendations of the RF theory community to OFZ.

I am looking forward to seeing you at MIT and would like to take this
opportunity to thank MIT, and in particular Ron Davidson, Abe Bers and Jeff
Freidberg for agreeing to host this workshop.

Sincerely,

Walter L. Sadowski, Acting Chief
Fusion Theory and Computer

Services Branch
Division of Applied Plasma Physics
Office of Fusion Energy
Office of Energy Research

Enclosure
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